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Abstract. The paper deals with the numerical simulation of a confined fracture test in
concrete. The test is part of the experimental work carried out at ETSECCPB-UPC in order to
elucidate the existence of a second mode of fracture under shear and high compression, and
evaluate the associated fracture energy. The specimen is a short cylinder with also cylindrical
coaxial notches similar the one proposed by Luong (1990), which is introduced in a largecapacity triaxial cell, protected with membranes and subject to different levels of confining
pressure prior to vertical loading. In the experiments, the main crack follows the preestablished cylindrical notch path, which is in itself a significant achievement. The loaddisplacement curves for various confining pressures also seem to follow the expected trend
according to the underlying conceptual model. The FE model developed includes zerothickness interface elements with fracture-based constitutive laws, which are pre-inserted
along the cylindrical ligament and the potential radial crack plane. The results reproduce
reasonably well the overall force-displacement curves of the test for various confinement
levels, and make it possible to identify the fracture parameters including the fracture energies
in modes I and IIa.
1 INTRODUCTION
Mode I fracture in concrete, including the corresponding energy parameter GFI are
concepts nowadays well established with a number of papers published in the literature.
However, mixed mode fracture involving shear and, especially, confined mixed mode fracture
under shear-compression, has received much more limited attention. In 1990 Carol and Prat
introduced and later developed [1,2] the concept of asymptotic shear–compression mixed
mode or mode IIa, in which very high compression across the fracture plane prevents any
dilatancy and forces the crack to propagate sensibly straight, cutting through aggregates and
matrix. In later conference papers [3,4] a specific experimental program conceived to
elucidate the existence of such mode IIa and calibrate the corresponding fracture energy,
GFIIa, were described.
In the current paper, those results are summarized, and attention is focused on on-going
numerical studies aiming at the full interpretation of those experimental results.
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PERIMEN
NTAL SETU
UP AND R
RESULTS
2 EXP
The simple ideea of creatiing a shearr–compression crack that
t
takes pplace along
g a predetermined plane or
o surface is
i no triviall task. Prev
vious attempts to moddify typical mode-II
(Iosipesscu-type) nootched beam
ms by appllying a com
mpression force
f
acrosss the fractu
ure plane
often leead to deviaation of thee crack trajeectory to a different orientation
o
w
with lower level of
transverrsal compreession. For this
t purposee, the authors have dev
veloped a coonfined fraccture test
setup onn the basis of
o the short cylindrical specimen originally
o
prroposed by Luong [5,6
6], which
was moodified in thhree ways: (i) eliminatting the orig
ginal radial cuts of thee outer cyliinder (ii)
assigninng a slightlyy different diameter too the cylindrical notch
hes from thhe upper an
nd lower
faces, annd (iii) introoducing thee specimen iin a triaxial cell and su
ubjecting it to differentt degrees
of confiinement preevious to thee shear testss. The speciimen geomeetry and loaading condittions are
depictedd in Figure 1.
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Figure.
F
1: Speecimen geometry and loadin
ng.

The ttop and botttom cylindrrical notchees are coaxial, 10 mm deep,
d
leavinng between them an
also cyllindrical nootch of heig
ght 20mm. In order to
o produce a vertical crrack, the up
pper and
lower nnotches have slightly different
d
diaameters (ou
uter diameteer of the uppper notch equal to
inner diiameter of thhe lower no
otch). The looading scheeme on the specimen
s
iss shown in Figure
F
2,
includinng the lateraal pressure on the outeer surface of
o the cylin
nder providiing confineement on
the fraccture plane, and the speecial platen s top and bottom leadiing to shearring of the ligament
l
surface..
Exceept for som
me uniaxial reference ttests, laterall confinemeent is obtaiined with the
t large
capacityy triaxial ceell shown in Figure 2 (left). In pressurized
p
tests, speciimens are protected
p
with meembranes. Specially designed
d
loaad platens and other elements shhown in th
he figure
guaranteee post-peaak stability of the tesst and prev
vent oil pen
netration allong the sp
pecimenplatens contact suurfaces, etcc. Vertical displacem
ments are measured
m
innside the cell via
submerssible LVDT
Ts, which diirectly leadd to the sheaar relative displacemen
d
nt along the fracture
surface.. Circumferential deforrmations weere measureed with circu
umferentiall chain of in
nvariable
length. The laterall pressure was maintaained consttant during the test by using a pressure
accumuulator (Figurre 2, right). More detaills of the exp
perimental setup can bee found in [4,7].
[
The test series reported
r
corrresponds too conventio
onal concrette with uniaaxial streng
gth of 30
000 MPa aand maximu
um aggregaate size of 6 mm. Ou
ut of the
MPa, elastic moduulus of 250
various test series carried outt, the ones uused for thiis simulatio
on include oone unconfi
fined test
and threee confined tests at 2, 4 and 8MPaa lateral presssure.
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Figure 2: General
G
diagraam of confine d shear tests (left),
(
and constant pressuree cell (right).

The main expeerimental cu
urves obtaiined are reepresented in Figure 6 (rugged curves),
togetherr with the computation
c
nal simulatiions explain
ned in the next Sectioon (smooth curves).
The typpical curve of
o shear strress (verticaal force diviided by ligaament area,, minus the force of
elastic ssprings undder the exterrnal base off specimen)) vs. shear relative
r
dispplacements (vertical
displaceements), shoows an inittial elastic rresponse, fo
ollowed by a peak, sofftening and residual
values. As expecteed, curves for
f higher cconfinement exhibit hiigher peak aand higher residual
stress vvalues. The circumfereential deform
mation is also
a
shown in the figuures, with dilatancy
d
decreasiing for higgher confinement presssures, and practically
y vanishing for the maximum
m
confinem
ment of 8 MPa.
M
Figurres 3 and 4 show the sp
pecimens affter the testt. The tensile radial craacks produceed in the
unconfined specim
men (which are
a totally ddeveloped and
a in fact the
t specimeen can be ph
hysically
own in Figuure 3 left, while
w
for high confinem
ment, the specimen
separateed into piecces) are sho
does noot almost crack radially
y and the innner core off the cylind
der slides aloong the outter shell.
(Figure 3, right). Figure
F
4 dep
picts the im
mage of a sp
pecimen after one of thhe prelimin
nary tests
with a cconfining prressure of ab
bout 4 MPaa, which waas then cut with
w a saw inn two halvees. In the
exposedd cross-secttion it can be clearly seen that the fracturee plane is produced along
a
an
approximately straaight line, cutting
c
throough the ag
ggregates an
nd matrix aas expected
d. In this
specimeen tensile raadial crackss were not aappreciated.. These observations sttrongly suggest that
in this ccase the moode IIa prop
posed originnally as a co
onvenient th
heoretical/nnumerical to
ool [2,8],
was in ffact practicaally reached
d or nearly approached
d in the experiments. T
This interpreetation is
also suppported by dilatancy
d
beeing drasticaally reduced
d for tests with
w confineement of 4M
MPa, and
practicaally disappearing for 8M
MPa.
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Figurre 3: State of specimen afteer the unconfin
ined test, with
h large fully developed radiial cracks (leftt), and
circum
mferential cracks with displlaced core in a specimen tessted under con
nfining pressuure of 8 MPa (right).
(

Figure 44: Fracture plaane in confineed test specim
men, note the displaced
d
aggregate which hhas been cut th
hrough in
two pieces bby a sensibly straight
s
crack.

4 NUM
MERICAL
L MODELIING
The FE mesh used for the numerical simulationss is represen
nted in Figu
gure 5 (left). Taking
advantaage of sym
mmetry, onee fourth of the specim
men is disccretized witth solid tettrahedral
elementts. Two maain potential cracks aare includeed in the mesh
m
using pre-inserteed zerothicknesss interface elements: the
t circumfferential ligaament, and a radial craack plane ex
xtending
from thhe ligamennt to the outer
o
perim
meter. In view of thee crack paatterns obseerved in
experim
ments, the latter
l
is in
ntroduced aalong a verrtical planee at 45 deegrees divid
ding the
discretizzation in tw
wo halves. One
O of suchh halves is represented
d in the righht side of Figure
F
5,
showingg the cylinddrical ligameent (in red) and the verrtical plane (exposed suurface, not colored).
c
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Figure 55: FE mesh (leeft), and poten
ntial fracture pplanes along which
w
zero-thickness interfaace elements have
h
been
insertedd (right): alongg the cylindriccal ligament ( in red), and allso along the exposed
e
verticcal face at 45 degrees.

The continuum
m elements are assumeed linear elastic,
e
while the inteerface elem
ments are
equippeed with an elasto-plasttic fracture--based consstitutive law
w that incorrporates parrameters
GfI andd GfIIa as described
d
elsewhere
e
[2]. The preliminary
p
curves obbtained afteer some
adjustm
ment, for vallues of the fracture ennergies of 0.15
0
and 12 N/mm, aree representeed in the
same diiagram as the
t experim
mental resultts (Figure 6).
6 The calcculations exxhibit generral good
agreemeent with thee experimen
ntal curves, capturing th
he essentiall features (ppeak values, general
shape oof curves, diilatancy red
duction trennds, etc.), allthough therre are still ssome discreepancies,
mainly the post-ppeak of thee unconfineed tests, orr the still remaining dilatancy for
f high
confinem
ments. Onggoing work is
i aimed at the final ad
djustment prrocess.
Addiitional to thhe compariison to avaailable expeerimental daata, once aadjusted, th
he model
offers eextensive additional
a
informationn that would be very expensiive (or sometimes
impossiible) to obtaain from the lab test. IIn Figure 7, the evoluttion of the energy spen
nt in the
fracturee process at
a each poiint of bothh fracture surfaces (ligament annd radial plane)
p
is
represennted by meeans of colo
or contours.. This is do
one for the three casess of 2, 4 an
nd 8MPa
confinem
ment pressuure (lower, middle andd top) and, for each on
ne, at three stages of the
t loaddisplaceement curvees (peak, miiddle of desscending braanch, and reesidual, from
m left to rig
ght).
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Figure 6: Experimental curves for 2, 4 and 8 MPa confining pressure.
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Figure 7: Evolution of dissipated energy on the fracture planes, for confining pressures of 8, 4 y 2 MPa (from
top to bottom), and at three stages of the corresponding load-displacement curves of Figure 6: peak loads (left),
intermediate point in descending branch (center), and residual state (right).
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The figure shows that, for the three cases considered, at the final (residual) state, the
normalized energy spent over the ligament Wcr/GfI approaches the maximum value GfIIa/GfI in
the input data (80). This means that, effectively, the entire ligament is in residual state. Over
the entire shear process, the state over the whole ligament seems to develop quite uniformly.
With regard to the radial crack, it is apparent that for the case of higher confinement, in
which the dilatancy is lower, only a small portion of this crack is activated, while for lower
confinement almost the entire crack is opening. In Figure 8, the state of the radial crack is
represented in more detail, with a different scale of colors (maximum value Wcr/GfI =1, since
due to symmetry this cracks opens in pure tension). The lower scale values make it also
possible to discriminate among different opening levels in the various areas of the crack
plane. Note the negative sign in the lower scale limits, that in the convention used means
arrested crack (while the absolute value indicates the amount of energy spent at that point
during the loading phases before the current unloading). In the figure, the upper part of
specimen clearly shows a more pronounced tensile opening, while the general level of
dissipation is much lower than the circumferential ligament, barely reaching the mode I
fracture energy GfI which is anyway the limit value of that can be spent in pure tension before
the crack is totally open.

Figure 8: Dissipated energy contours on the radial crack plane in the residual state, for the three confinement
levels of 2 (right), 4 (center) and 8 (left) MPa.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Numerical modeling of a confined fracture test for concrete specimens has been presented.
The numerical model, representing fracture via zero-thickness interface elements, leads to
realistic results, showing the capabilities of this approach to model fracture under a variety of
situations. The numerical results obtained turn out useful in this case to understand the stress
state occurring in the specimen, and crucial to calibrate the corresponding fracture energy
parameter. As important outcomes of the overall study, it is confirmed that a shearcompression crack can be indeed obtained along the pre-determined fracture surface, and that
the application of increasing confining pressure seems to leads to the desired mode IIa crack
with no dilatancy and associated parameter GfIIa, as previously predicted in a theoretical
context [2].
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